
BeoSound 3200

Correction to the Guide



Correction for page 18 in the guide 

The easiest way to copy music into 

the CD memory is to copy the entire 

CD. Just load the CD and start 

copying. The duration of the copying 

depends on the length of the CD. 

The quality of the music in the CD 

memory corresponds to the quality of 

the original CD. The CD can be heard 

during copying but you can also 

choose to mute the speakers while 

copying. 

Copy protected CDs can still be 

copied to the memory of your own 

music system. However, if the CD 

you have copied is copy protected, 

you must confirm that you wish to 

store the copy. Otherwise it is 

automatically deleted when the 

system switches to standby 

approximately 30 minutes after 

finishing the copying.

Copy protection information may be placed 

anywhere on the CD. Therefore, this 

information may appear at any time when 

you copy such a CD. When this information is 

detected by your music system, CODED CD 

appears in the display but the music system 

continues copying the CD.

If the memory group you choose is full when 

you want to copy a CD into it, the display 

reads FULL. You have to delete a CD before 

copying a new one into the group

Copy and store an entire CD 

Press to play the loaded CD

Press to start copying the CD 

The display indicates to copy all 

tracks 

Press to copy the entire CD 

Press to choose which group to 

store your CD in – green, yellow, 

red or blue 

The first available position in the 

chosen group is suggested, but 

your can choose another 

position 

Press to step between available 

positions, or… 

Key in the number of the 

position you want , or…

Press to start copying 

If the CD is copy protected, the 

display will indicate this shortly

When the copying of a coded 

CD is complete, CODED is 

displayed, and you must confirm 

that you wish to store the copy*

Once the CD is copied and 

stored, COPY OK appears in the 

display 

To stop copying… 

Press to stop – the entire copy is 

then deleted

*If you choose not to store the copy of a copy 

protected CD, press STOP to delete the copy. 
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NOTE! If you do not specify a position, the CD is 

placed on the first available position within the 

selected group.  



If a CD is already edited (see page 16), it is 

still copied in full if you select ALL. It is also 

possible to copy selected tracks only by 

editing the CD. In editing mode, you hear the 

first 15 seconds of each track. This leaves you 

time to decide whether to include or exclude 

the track. If you choose to leave the function 

before you have heard all the tracks on the 

CD, the remaining tracks will be regarded as 

excluded. 

If your music system is set for Option 0 (see 

page 29) and you switch on TV while copying, 

the music system switches to standby when 

copying is complete. Therefore, to be able to 

store a copy of a copy protected CD, you must 

make sure that the music system is activated 

while copying. 

Copy and store favourite tracks 

Press to play the loaded CD 

Press to start copying the CD 

Press to be able to select which 

tracks to include 

Press to start editing the CD 

Press to include the track 

Press to exclude the track 

Press at any time to store the 

tracks you have included so far 

EDIT OK? appears in the display 

when the CD has been edited 

Press to be able to choose which 

group to store your CD in 

Press to choose a group 

The first available position in the 

chosen group is suggested, but 

your can choose another 

position 

Key in the number of the 

position you want

Press to start copying

If the CD is copy protected, the 

display indicates this shortly

When the copying of a coded 

CD is complete, CODED is 

displayed, and you must confirm 

that you wish to store the copy*

Once the edited CD is copied 

and stored, COPY OK appears in 

the display  
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*If you choose not to store the copy of a copy 

protected CD,  press STOP to delete the copy.



Technical specifications, features and the use 

thereof are subject to change without notice.
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